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	should start by keeping
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        Targeting against context. What to choose in pursuit of sales?
Targeted advertising in the social network, it would seem, what could be more effective? Everybody…Continue reading →




        
        			

		



        



        The best system of staff remuneration
In this article I want to talk about the best of my known wage systems.…...




        
        Be different or die
Over the past few years I have worked with hundreds of enterprises. I communicated with…Continue reading →




        
        



        Finance and their romances
Did you, as the owner (or owner) of a business, suddenly find out that “by…Continue reading →
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        What is a grant and how can an entrepreneur get a grant for business development
A grant is a sum of money for the performance of work or the production…...




        
        



        How to open a charitable foundation
Charitable Foundation (BF) is an NPO, that is, a non-profit organization that is created to…...
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